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In the episode of the second season, Misty gets angry at Ash for always being so irresponsible, and
she goes off by herself to battle the Elite four. When she is about to win the battle with only one of

her Pokemon remaining, Ash looks through a window and sees that she has been captured by
Professor Oak. Angry, he goes off to rescue her and heads to Route 102. On the way, Ash meets

Brock who is leading an Elite four team there. Ash tells them that Misty has gone to Professor Oak's
lab and, furthermore, that he is headed to Route 102 himself to rescue her. They start the battle, but

Ash will need more than luck to win this time. While he is battling, Ash receives an emergency
message on his pokédex. It tells him of a huge battle going on at the Sinnoh region's Gym, the Battle

Frontier, with the Sinnoh Elite four against the newly-arrived Johto Elite four. Ash borrows Brock's
motorcycle and makes use of the distraction caused by the Onix who lives near the Battle Frontier to

sneak past the Elite four and head to the Battle Frontier. He battles his way through the Elite four
and, though he doesn't catch any of them, he sends them flying for sheer joy. When he reaches the
Battle Frontier, he is able to see a battle occurring there. In the middle of this battle is Misty, who

has been captured by Team Rocket. The furious Pikachu intervenes and rescues Misty, angering Ash.
Then, Team Rocket sends out on of their Pokemon, Meowth, who, upon doing so, becomes a Pokédex

dog himself. He takes off after Ash, begging to be let back in. Ash's friends try to reason with
Meowth, but he is too angry to listen. He is eventually tricked into letting Ash borrow his pokédex,

thus making him temporarily human. Then he is able to tell Ash the location of a Team Rocket
hideout, the Lumiose City Gym. He warns Ash that Team Rocket's leader, Giovanni, has captured

Professor Kukui and planned to use her to try and capture Professor Oak. She has also caused a load
of trouble in the Sinnoh region and is even causing the Blackthorn Forest to start dying. Team Rocket
is a huge problem in the region. Despite this, Giovanni is about to obtain the Legendary Dragonite, a

powerful Pokémon, in 595f342e71
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